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Abstract: Near Laegerdorf, in NW Germany, a block of Upper Cretaceous chalk has been
pushed upwards by a salt diapir, through thick Tertiary sediments. During this movement,
the homogeneous and almost monomineralic white chalks suffered brittle deformation.
The single fractures and the fracture zo nes can be classified on the basi s of mesoscopic features such as the occurrence of fault breccia, argillaceous fracture fill and slickenside striations. Normal faults on wh ich there has been a large displacement generally show all these
characteristics.
Detailed geometrie ana lysis of the fracture patterns shows that the strain in the chalks
is mainly concentrated on distinct faults and fault zones with complex internal structures.
The faults strike perpendicular to the salt ridge axis and are often arranged in conjugated
sets with steep dips, indicating a vertical main compression direction. The W -SE strike of
the fractures and th e downstepping to the SW of tilted fault blocks see m to reflect the
overprinting of a regional stress field on the local one due to diapirism.
Zusammenfassung: In NW-Deutschland wurde bei Lägerdorf oberkretazische Schreibkreide durch Aufstieg des Salzs tockes Krempe an die Oberfläche gebracht. Dabei reagierten die homogenen und annähernd monomineralischen Kalke mit Bruchbildung. Mesoskopische Merkmale der Einzelbrüche und Bruchzonen erlauben eine Klassifizierung
nach dem Vorhandensein von Brekzien, mergeligen Bruchfüllungen und Harnischen. Abschiebungen mit großem Versatz weisen meist alle diese Charakteristika auf.
Die geometrische Analyse des Bruchmusters zeigt, daß sich die Deformation in den
Kalken auf einzelne Brüche und Bruchzonen mit komplexem Interngefüge konzentriert.
Die Störungen streichen senkrecht zur Achse des Salzrückens. Oft sind sie steilstehende
konjugierte Brüche, die eine ve rtikale Hauptkompressionsrichtung anzeigen. Das NWSE-Streichen der Brüche und das Abtreppen der Verwerfungsblöcke nach SW spiegeln da s
regionale Streßfeld wider, welches das lokale, durch Diapirismus bedingte Streßfeld überprägt.
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1. Introduction
Investigations of fractures and fracture zones in a re latively homogeneous
and almost monomineralic rock complex allow qualitative correlations between
macro-structures and mesoscopical features. Comparisons of geometrica l patterns and deformational features can be used to establish a classification of fractures independent of petrographie variations.
Upper Cretaceous chalks, pushed by a salt diapir through Tertiary sediments
to the surface and exposed in quarries near Laegerdorf (NW Germany), open the
unique possibility to study deformation features in the overburden of a diapir.
The chalk has reacted to the superimposed stress due to diapirism by brittle fracturing, which is mostly concentrated on distinct fault zones. It is the aim of this
study to identify different fracture types by mesoscopical observations and to establish a correlation between these types and the degree of deformation measured by displacement amounts on the faults.
A geometrical orientation analysis of fractures and slickenside striations was
carried out to investigate relationships between the top shape of the salt ridge,
the regiona l geologie situation and the observed fracture patterns (KoEsTLER &
EHRMANN 1985). For this purpose some nine hundred fractures were measured
and typified by fracture surface features . Individual fracture zones have been
mapped in detail to get an idea of the geometry of different fracture types and of
internal features . In addition, several subareas were chosen for geometrical and
mesocopical studies to cover the whole area exposed in the quarries.

2. Regional geology
2.1 Geological setting
In the North German Lowlands salt diapirs bring geological formations close
to the surface wh ich are normally hidden below a thick Quaternary and Tertiary
sediment cover. Thus, the SW -NE striking salt diapir of Krempe lifts Upper Cretaceous sediments near Laegerdorf by more than 1000 m and makes them accessible to industrial exploitation and to geological investigations.
The quarries of the Laegerdorf area in SW Holstein are situated some 45 km
NW of Hamburg (Fig. 1). The investigated area is part of the "Unterelbe-Trog",
a basin which subsided since Permian time and in which the maximum sediment
thickness of the whole Northern Germany is found: The Permian, Mesozoie and
Cenozoic epicontinental sediments reach a maximum of more than 10000 m in
thickness (HÄHNEL 1982).
During both the Rotliegend and the Zechstein an intense deposition of salts
occurred in this U nterel be trough (ZIEGLER 1982). The Laegerdorf area was situated at that time very close to the centre of the Southern Permian Basin, where
maximum salt thicknesses are found .
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Fig. 1. Location map of the chalk quarries near Laegerdorf. The index map shows the salt ridge configuration of Northern Germany (from JARITZ 1973). The circles represent stereographic projections
of fractures measured in the individual quarries.
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The formation of salt pillows and salt diapirs began in Triassic time under a
sediment overburden of about 400 m QARITZ 1973). The salt movements continued at least to Tertiary time. SANNEMANN (1968) postulates a genetic relationship between individual salt diapirs, thus forming salt-stock fami lies. The long
North German salt ridges most probably did not ascend simultaneously over
their fu ll extension. The orientation of the ridges seems to be eontrolled by basement struetures (PRATSCH 1979). NE-SW striking salt horsts are the typical features of salt tectonies in the eentral part of the Southern Permian Basin (Fig. 1,
inset). The Krempe salt diapir is one of them and is thought to have existed in
form of a salt pillow already in Eariy and Middle Triassie, and to have risen as a
diapir since Late Triassie QARITZ 1973). The top of the diapir is assumed to be at a
depth of 400-800 m QARITZ 1972) or about 500 m (BEST 1980). Our own gravimetrie field investigations (unpu blished data) suggest a depth of 450-550 m
close to the Laegerdorf quarries.
2.2 The Cretaceous eh alks of Laegerdorf
T he Upper Cretaeeous ehalks of Laege rdorf are weil exposed in the large
quarries Saturn, Heidestraße, Sehinkel and Kroepke whieh are some 60 m deep
(Fig. 1). The quarries are situated near the NE end of the Krempe salt ridge QARITZ 1973, HINSCH 1977) and relatively close to the salt ridge axis . An additional
quarry near Hemmoor (some 35 km SW of Laege rdo rf) also exposed Upper Cretaeeous ehalks on top of the same salt ridge, bu t today it is flooded .
As a result of the doming beneath, the bedding dips with about 10° to the
NW. This tilting gives the possibility of overiooking a large part of the stratigraphie eolum n. The sedimentary sequenee is biostratigraphieally very weil studied
and zonated (e. g. ERNST 1963, SCHULZ 1978, SCHULZ et al. 1984). It ranges from
Middle Coniaeian to Lower Maastriehtian. The eombined section has a thiekness of ca. 420 m.
Numerous nodular ehert layers, some mari beds and pyrite im preg nated beds
allow a very detailed lithostratigraphie subdivision of the ehalk sequence (e. g.
ERNST 1963, SCHULZ 1978). These layers serve as excellent ma rkers for displacement measurements at the individual faults.
The chalks are very homogeneous throughout the whole exposed stratigraphie profile. Representing a pelagie faeies they consist almost entirely of calcareous eomponents, mainly calcareous nannofossils (eoceoliths). The carbonate
contents of the very finegrained (usually <5 11m) sediments is about 95 % in the
lower part of the profile, 98 % in the middle part and 94 % in the upper part. The
acid insoluble resid ue of the chalks eonsists mainly of montmorillonite and
quartz. Illite, kao linite, chlorite and zeo lites may oecur in smaller quantit ies. The
ehalks are thought to be extremely b ioturbated (SCHULZ et al. 1984), so that
hard ly any bedding planes are visible.
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Permeability measurements indicate very low values (2-10 mD) for the
chalks of Laegerdorf. According to Sc HOLZ (1973) the porosity is about 40-50 %.
These data fit quite well with those from other localities (HAROMAN 1982,
SCHOLLE 1974).
3. Structural geology
The chalk of Laegerdorf is brittle deformed due to salt diapirism . The strain is
mainly concentrated on distinct fractures and fracture zones. A geometrical
analysis of fracture orientations makes it possible to correlate the interpreted
stress field with the shape of the salt diapir and the regional geologic situation.
An initial descriptio n of the structural elements and an analysis of the pattern is
presented by GRUBE (1955). H oweve r, an interpretation and discussion in terms
of diapirism-induced fracturing is not given there.

3.1 Methods
The mapping of structural features in the chalks was intended to establish a
classification of fracture types and to give the data base for a geometrical analysis. Mesoscopical features, such as brecciation, slickenside striations and/or
clay enrichment were the basis for establishing five fracture classes (Table 1). In
addition , the fractures are subdivided into six orders by mean s of their extension
in the outcrop, from order 1, penetrating the whole quarry wall , to order 6 as internal structures in fracture zones. During the geometrical analysis thi s distincti on revealed correlations between large fault zones and mesosco pical zone internal structures, and interpretations of stress field variations on different scales.
Seven subareas (Fig. 3) were chosen for data collection to cover the whole
area of chalk outcrops accessible in the four quarries. For discussion , the data of
GRUB E (1955) of quarries Schinkel and Hemmoor are incorporated. AlSO m
long profile section at the W -wall of quarry Saturn (subarea 1, Fig. 3) was studied
in detail. It cuts the faults with a low angle and therefore allows a detailed description of single fractures, their surfaces and fracture fills as well as a wide variety of mesoscopical zone internal features (Fig. 2) . Subarea 2 in the same quarry
(Fig. 3) shows a few major fault zones with displacement amounts in the range of
several meters. In the deepest parts of quarry Kroepke, subarea 7 was studied to
quantify the extension due to normal faulting over a length of a few hundred
meters . At each of the other subareas so me hundred structural elements were
measured in their orientation; they were described and analysed relating displacement amounts to special mesoscopical features . Usually, displacement
amount (a few centimeters to tens of meters) could be measured in the outcrops;
however, for the high er and inaccessible parts of the quarry wa lls, photographs
were used .
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Fig, 2, Fracture mapping in the quarry Saturn, The W-wall section (above), subparallel to fault orientations, shows the detailed pattern and indicates a highl y deformed rock complex, The S-wall section (below) perpendicular to the fault orientation sho ws the SW-ward dow nste ppin g of the
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The orientation data of the structural elements (fracture planes and slickenside striations) are presented as pole plots in the lower hemisphere of equal area
nets (Fig. 3).
The progressive exploitation of chalks causes ever changing outcrop conditions. Howe ve r, the intense weat hering of the outcrop walls, their overgrowth
by algae and covering by Fe-hydroxides due to the running water quickly obliterate interesting st ru ctural information.
3.2 D escription of fractures
C haracteristics of fracture surfaces and zones were used to establish a classifi cation (Ta ble 1). Joi n ts (type I) show neither slickenside striatio ns nor argi ll aceous coatin g and occur m ainl y in subhorizontal orientation (central maximum in
Fig. 3a, subarea 1), but also in the orientations of all other fracture types . Fractures w ith slickenside striations (type II), but wit hou t any argillaceous coat ing,
look like pol is hed surfaces; the ir displacement ranges from no visible amount to
several decimeters. However, frac tures wi th stri ated and clay-coated surfaces are
the most common types (types III, IV). Their displacement amounts cannot directl y be correlated with the thickness of argillaceous fracture fills and / or d istinctness of slickenside striati ons . Breccias (type V) are often bordered by distinct fault planes and are composed of sm all chalk fragments and a clay-rich
matrix containing pyrite concretions . Usuall y, breccia zones characterize faul ts
wi th larger displacements.
Table I. Classi fication of fract ure types according to mesoscopic features.
fracture type

I

II
III

IV
V

slickenside
striat ions

+
+
++
+++

argi llaceous
coa ting and
fills

+
+
++

brecciation

+

Single fracture planes show a wide var iet y of shape characteristics (Fig. 4).
Type I fractures are very irregular in th e joint surface topography on la rge, as
well as on sm all scales. Planar fractures wi th few irregularities have a large penetrancy and have usuall y high dip angles. O n these planes slickenside striations
have a constant o rientat ion. Another type of fault planes is a combination of several d ifferentl y o riented planes with more or less parallel intersection lines,
w h ich also are parallel to the stri ation (Fig. 4a). On th ese planes the d isplacement
direction is parallel to the intersection lin es. More irregular and slightly to
stron gly undulatory planes show a high variati o n of striation o rientati o ns . Fig-
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Fig. 4. Mesoscopical feature s of fracture planes and fracture patterns. a) Single fracture
composed of different planes int ersec tin g in parallel lines, which are als o parallel to si ickenside striations. b) Slickenside striation s o n a fracture surface indicatin g a ro tatio n of
about 70' of the adj acen t bl ocks. c) Prin cipal com press ional direction indicated by orientat io n of acute angle at different sca les. Note the rotation of cr, cl ose to the larger fault. d )
Lense shaped deform ation poc ket formed as pull -apart gap in ve rti ca l sec ti on. The imm ediate surro undings are hi ghly fractured.

ure 4b illustrates a situation where slickenside striations indicate a rotation of
two adjacent blocks by about 70°. Often slickenside striations of different generations can be observed.
Large fault zones indicate a more or less vertical orientation of the principal
compressive stress axis 0'1 and fault internal structures strongly mirror the expected pattern produced by normal faulting processes. In small areas however,
variations in the orientation of the largest stress axis (al ) can deviate more than
20 degrees from the vertical. Because of the homogenity of the chalk, stress field
variations have to be responsible for the differently oriented small scale structures. Fig. 4c shows an example where the subvertical stress axis rotated several
degrees towards the bordering fault plane. Displacement, which is concentrated
on this fault plane, may be responsible for the tilting. Conjugate sets of internal
structures show an acute intersection angle and indicate a lower dip angle for
0'1 - orientation compared with that of the large scale conjugated fault zones.
However, it may be that faulting slightly different in relative age can have rotated pre-existing orientations of the earlier fractures.
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Clay enrichment in lensoid shaped pockets is a commonly observed featu re
(Fig. 4d) wh ich usually can be used to measu re the displacement amount. These
pull-apart pockets in the vertical direction are bordered by the overlapping fault
planes and eq ual the d isplacement in len gth. Often, the immediate surroundings
of such lenses are hi ghl y fractured indicating st ress concentrations around these
pockets.

3.3 Analysis of the geometrie patterns
In to tal, some nine hundred orientati ons of fractures and slickenside striations were measured and plotted in stereographie projections (Fig. 3). There are
conjugated fracture sets of all orde rs and types in almost all subareas. This can
easily be recognized On th e pl ots by the two maxima situated symmetrically to
the centre of the stereographie net. The dip angle of the fractures normally varies
from 50° to 90° with an concentration around 75-80°. The subhorizontal fracture
sys tem is an exceptio n which has been observed in all subareas, but they were
on ly measured and plotted for su barea 1 (Fig. 3). The fractures generally show a
NNW-SSE strike direction. This o rientat ion pattern is very homogeneous for all
the subareas, perhaps with a sligh t rotation to NW-S E in quarry Heidestraße.
Obviously, th e singl e fr actures show a wide range in strike directions, which
may be explained by th e internal pattern of fracture zones, because fractures of
all orders are plotted together.
The NNW-SSE strikin g steep fractures comprise all types, with or without
slickenside striations, with or without clay smearing and argillaceous coating.
On the other hand, the subhorizontal frac tures are restricted to the simplest type
wi th out striations and wi thout argillaceous coating.
Statistically, fractures of different o rde rs show the same orien tation pattern.
This means that in outcrop scale sm all fractures and fracture ZOnes are generated
by the same stress field. Based On the geometrie fract ure pattern the orientation
of the three main stress axes can be given as vertical for (J\, as NNW-SSE and horizontal for (J2 and ENE-WSW and horizontal for (J} .
The o ri en tation o f slickenside striati ons va ries between 60° and 90° in plunge
and shows trend variations according to the o rien tation of the cor responding
fractures . The striations seldom correlate w ith the dip direction of the corresponding fr acture. Fractures without any striation occur in all observed orientations, but mainly in the subhorizontal one .
Based On displacement o bservations at subarea 7 at the bottom of quarry
Kroepke, the calculated extension is in the order of 3-5 percent. The same results
from the S-wall section of quarry Saturn (subarea 2 and Fig. 2).
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3.4 Discussion of the fracture pattern
The chalk at Laegerdorf may have been deformed by two different types of
movement: ice loading and / or salt diapirism. For the described deformation features ice tectonics ean be excluded: possible features of Quaternary origin, such
as weathering and fraeturing on a small scale, can be found only near the surfaee
in the uppermost 10 m of the ehalks. Therefore, all features discussed below are
interpreted as fraeturing eaused by salt diapirism.
The strike direetion of the salt ridge Krempe in the area of Laegerdorf is
NE-SW aceording to gravimetrie and seismic investigations QARITZ 1972, 1973).
A few kilometers NE off the quarried area, the salt ridge seems to end (Fig. 1).
From the extensional regime on top of a salt ridge, fraetures striking parallel
to the ridge axis are expeeted and normally observed (CLOOS 1955, 1968). However, the fraetures in the Laegerdorf ehalk on top of salt ridge Krempe strike perpendieular to the ridge axis (Fig. 5; KOESTLER & EHRMANN 1985). Therefore, a
eorrelation between this pattern and the nearness to the ending of the diapir to
the NE seems to be obvious. However, almost the same situation has been reeorded in quarry Hemmoor on the same salt ridge some 35 km to the SW
(GRUBE 1955). Furthermore, an analysis of up and down displaeed bloeks in
quarry Saturn (Fig. 2) shows a eonsistent downstepping towards the SW, and not
towards the dipping flank of the salt ridge, as would be expeeted. This means
that the fault pattern is not related to the eontour Iines of the ending ridge, but
rather to loeal depressions in the top shape. GRUBE (1955) proposed a slight culmination of the ridge axis striking NW-SSE and running through the eentre of
quarries Heidestraße, Sehinkel and Kroepke. This culmination is based on detail
measurements of the bedding, whieh never exeeeds 100 in dip and may be diffieult to observe exaetly. Sueh a local eulmination may explain the fault orientation pattern in the quarries Heidestraße and Sehinkel, but is diffieult to eorrelate with the eonsistent pattern from the whole area. The downstepping of tilted
blocks in quarry Saturn and a possible interpretation of own gravimetrie investigations indieate rather a depression in the ridge crest between the quarries Saturn and Heidestraße/ Schinkel. Probably seismie data eould shed light on the
possibly very eomplex topography and shape of the salt ridge, but unfortunately
were not available to uso
The influenee of regional stress situations on fraeture orientations in the
overburden due to doming ridges was studied by WITHJACK & SCHEINER (1982)
in clay experiments. They showed that a regional eompressive stress field
oriented perpendieular to the ridge axis induees fraeture sets mainly parallel to
this stress direetion. In addition, eonjugated fracture sets with an acute angle
pointing in the direction of maximal stresses were observed. The fraeture pattern described here from Laegerdorf with a strike direction perpendicular to the
ridge axis is quite similar to the pattern of their clay experiments. How far these
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Fig. 5. Schematic bloc k diagram of the tectonic situation of the quarries on salt ridge
Krempe (geologie seetion redrawn from GRUBE 1955).

experiments can be extrapo lated from the study scale of a few centimeters to the
actual situation of several k ilometers is very uncert ai n.

A regiona l stress field overprinting local sah tecton ics could provide an explanatio n of some features of the local fracture pattern. In addition, the regional
set of paralle l sah ridges in t he northernmost Ge rmany with a NE-SW strike direction (Fig. 1, inset) is q uite conspicuous, and suggest the operation of a large
scale stress field for th is phenomenon, as weil. A major tectonic lineament, the
Tornquist Zone (e. g. TORNQUIST 1908, BAARTMAN & CHRISTENSEN 1975, PEGRUM 1984) farther to the N strikes NW -SE and can be fo llowed at least from the
Norwegian sector of the North Sea through southern Sweden into the lowlands
of Poland. The Torn q uis t Zone (Fennoscandian Border Zone) is a complex zone
of parallel major lineaments separating grabens and highs. Wrenching in different areas of these li neaments induced the development of sedimentary basins.
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Reactivating pre-Cambrian structures the zone was active in periods during all
the three Eras (e. g. BAARTMAN & CHRISTENSEN 1975, PEGRUM 1984, ZIEGLER
1985). The polarity of shear displacement changed several times. Late Paleozoic
and Late Cretaceous to Early Tertiary dextral shear displacements are reported.
The Tornquist Zone was also subjected to transpressional stress and tectonic inversions. These dextral shear regimes, possibly reactivating basement structures,
can be made responsible for the major compressional components in NW -SE direction. This may be the reason for the configuration of the salt ridges and for the
fracture pattern in the chalk overburden. A subparallellineament has been postulated to be situated beneath the salt ridge Krempe striking parallel with the
river EIbe (e . g. ARTHOUD & MATTE 1977, PILGER 1976), but is not seismically
confirmed.
However, the regional stress field and its effects on structural regimes has not
yet been studied in the detail necessary to confirm the proposed interpretation
of the observed fracture pattern. Further mapping of structures at all scales and
correlations of geophysical data and surface-geological phenomena are necessary to follow up this hypo thesis.
4. Conclusions
The investigations and descriptions of the fractures in the four quarries near
Laegerdorf reveal some preliminary correlations between fracture types, internal structures and displacement amounts. While the subhorizontal joints lacking
striations and argillaceous coating, do not show any displacement, the other four
types are connected with displacement in the range of millimeters to tens of meters. However, a quantitative correlation between fracture surface features and
displacement amounts could not yet be established. The width of fractures, the
thickness of argillaceous fracture fills and the distinctness of striations are not
proportional to the amount of displacement. In general, wider zones with complex internal structures and brecciation indicate faults with large displacement
in the range of several meters.
The fracture orientation generates a pattern which strikes perpendicular to
the salt ridge axis. The principal compressional stress component (0', ) is oriented
subvertical. The intermediate (0'2) and the smallest (0'3) are oriented NW-SE and
parallel to the ridge, respectively, both in a subhorizontal plane. This situation
reveals a faulting of the Upper Cretaceous chalks with an extension in NE-SW
direction. The downstepping of the tilted fault blocks is mainly to the SW.
To provoke during diapirism an extension direction parallel to the ridge axis
a regional stress field is proposed with a compressional component in NW-SE
direction. This regime can be made responsible for the parallel configuration of
the N German salt ridges and for the fracture pattern in their overburden. The
existence of dextral sense major lineament some hundred kilometers to the N of
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the study area with large stri ke slip disp lacemen ts can be the pla usi b le cause for
this regional st ress regime.
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